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I. CALL TO ORDER

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE

IV. DIRECTOR’S UPDATE

V. NEW BUSINESS

A. College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
   Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
   Revised Course:
   CRJU 7880 - Practicum I

   Department of Psychology
   Revised Program:
   DPSYCP-PSYC - Doctor of Psychology Psy.D.

B. Parker College of Business
   School of Accountancy
   Revised Course:
   ACCT 7637 - Forensic Accounting Capstone

   Revised Programs:
   CERG-ACC/FOR - Graduate Certificate in Forensic Accounting
   CERG-TAX - Graduate Certificate in Taxation

C. College of Arts and Humanities
   Department of Music
   New Courses:
   MUSA 7100 - Applied Music
   MUSA 7200 - Applied Music
   MUSA 7300 - Applied Music

D. Waters College of Health Professions
   Department of Health and Kinesiology
   Revised Programs:
   CERG-DICP - Dietetic Internship Certificate Program
   MS-KIN/PE-OL - Kinesiology M.S. (Concentration in Physical Education) (Online)
   MS-SPMGT - Sport Management M.S. (Online)

   School of Nursing
   Revised Course:
   NURS 9116 - Population Focused Collaborative Initiative
E. Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology, and Environmental Health Sciences
Revised Courses:

- **BIOS 9132** - Advanced Clinical Trials
- **BIOS 9136** - General and Generalized Linear Models
- **EPID 7133** - Epidemiologic Research Methods I
- **EPID 8130** - Field Methods in Epidemiology
- **EPID 8230** - Observational Study Design and Analysis
- **EPID 9131** - Epidemiology of Infectious Diseases of Direct Transmission
- **EPID 9132** - Epidemiology of Infectious Diseases Transmitted via Bodily Fluids
- **EPID 9231** - Chronic Disease Epidemiology
- **EPID 9233** - Cancer Epidemiology
- **EPID 9431** - Mental Health Epidemiology

F. College of Engineering and Computing
Department of Computer Sciences
Revised Course:

- **CSCI 5332G** - Data Communications and Networking

Revised Programs:

- **MS-COMSCI** - Computer Science M.S. (Hybrid) (Thesis)
- **MS-COMSCI-NT** - Computer Science M.S. (Hybrid) (Non-Thesis)

Department of Electrical Engineering
Revised Course:

- **EENG 5543G** - Antennas and Wireless Propagation with Lab

Revised Programs:

- **MSEE-EE** - Electrical Engineering M.S.E.E. (Thesis)
- **MSEE-EE/NT** - Electrical Engineering M.S.E.E. (Non-Thesis)

Department of Mechanical Engineering
New Course:

- **MENG 5811G** - Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Research and Projects
- **MENG 5822G** - Research Project in Mechanical Engineering

Revised Programs:

- **MSME-ME** - Mechanical Engineering M.S.M.E. (Thesis)
- **MSME-ME/NT** - Mechanical Engineering M.S.M.E. (Non-Thesis)

VI. OLD BUSINESS

A. Graduate Policy Review Sub-Committee

B. Registrar’s Update

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

*Graduate Committee meetings are recorded.*